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Although low light stress seriously affects florets fertility and grain number during the
reproductive period, crops can be fertilized by heterologous pollen to alleviate the
reduction of grain number. However, wheat is strongly autogamous, how to change to
outcross after low light remains unclear. To understand the mechanisms of this change
process, an approach combined morphological, physiological, and transcriptomic
analyses was performed under low light stress imposed at the young microspore stage
the booting stage from tetrad to uni-nucleate microspores stage. The results showed
that low light stress caused pollen abortion, and the unfertilized ovary is fertilized by
heterologous pollen after floret opening. Compared to control, the opening angle of
lemma and glume were increased by 11.6–48.6 and 48.4–78.5%, respectively. The
outcross of stressed wheat compensated for the 2.1–18.0% of grain number loss.
During this process, phytohormones played an important role. Jasmonic acid (JA) and
methyl jasmonate (MeJA) levels in spikelets were increased. Meanwhile, lignin and
cellulose content decreased, and genes associated with cell wall related GO terms
were enriched. Among the differentially expressed genes (DEGs), were identified 88-
710 transcription factors genes, of which some homologs in Arabidopsis are proposed
to function in lignin and cellulose, influencing the glume and lemma opening. Our finding
can provide new insight into a survival mechanism to set seeds through pollination way
alteration in the absence of self-fertilization after the stress of adversity.

Keywords: wheat, floret, grain number, low light stress, pollination way

INTRODUCTION

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the third largest food crop for approximately 60% of the world’s
population (Food and Agriculture Organization [FAO], 2013). By 2050, wheat production will
need to be doubled to meet the demands of the world’s growing population (Foulkes et al.,
2011). Generally, crop production depends on a moderate natural environment for successful
reproductive development (Wang et al., 2015). Unfortunately, extreme climate events, such as
global dimming (reduction of global radiation), cold or drought, have occurred frequently in
the past decades (Cardona et al., 2012), which limited crop growth and caused severe losses
in grain yield (Ji et al., 2011). For instance, from 1960 to 2000, solar radiation at the global
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surface decreased by 1.3% per decade (Solomon et al., 2007).
In China, solar radiation decreased by 5–30% over these years
in some major wheat producing areas (Chameides et al., 1999),
resulting in a 5.2% reduction in annual wheat production
potential (Chen et al., 2013).

Grain number is one of the main components of yield. Stresses
that happened during reproductive stages have the greatest effect
on the formation of grain number, since it could dramatically
induce floret sterility (Fischer, 2011). In self-fertilizing cereals,
the successful development of pollen and ovary is essential
for grain production, and abiotic stresses which interfere with
the early development of pollen formation and ovaries can
result in substantial grain loss (Jain et al., 2007; Endo et al.,
2009). It has been shown that although low light stress leads
to failure of florets (Dong et al., 2019), wheat produces seeds
by capturing heterologous pollen. To overcome yield loss due
to pollen failure caused by stresses, capturing heterologous
mature pollen is one of the few strategies for yield stability
under an adverse environment. Therefore, it is important to
understand the mechanism of transition from self-fertilization to
heterologous pollen fertilization of wheat as it links directly to
ensure food security in extreme climates.

Wheat is a strict self-pollinating crop, with less than
1% probability of cross-pollination (Griffin, 1987; Martin,
1990; Hucl, 1996), which is due to its cleistogamic (closed)
floral morphologies (Nguyen et al., 2015). Wheat florets are
hermaphrodites. The small anthers and ovary are located at the
base of the floret, surrounded by the palea and lemma, and
several florets grew on one spikelet with two stiff and large
glumes outside. This structure is suited for selfing. Normally
at anthesis, the lemma and palea are pushed apart temporally
(lasting for 8–30 min) by lodicules swelling, and the pollen
dehiscences from anthers and falls on the ovary to accomplish
fertilization (de Vries, 1971). However, some studies have
found that wheat glumes and lemmas could open to receive
heterologous pollen when the ovary is not pollinated within
a few days post-anthesis (Kirby et al., 1983; Pickett, 1993).
Moreover, wheat’s outcrossing rate is related to the degree of
glume and lemma opening (Hucl, 1996), and the exsertion of
stigmas (Xie et al., 2003).

It is known that the glume opening (first opening) in
cereals is controlled by the swelling and subsequent withering
of lodicules (Wang et al., 1988; Heslop-Harrison and Heslop-
Harrison, 1996). This was mainly related to the weakening of
the cell wall (Wang and Gu, 2012; Christiaens et al., 2016).
Meanwhile, jasmonic acid (JA) and methyl jasmonate (MeJA)
have been reported to influence the opening of glume (Yang J.
et al., 2020). Okada et al. (2018) suggested that floret opening
after anthesis (second opening) was related to the ovary size
but not to the lodicules. The unfertilized ovary increases in
radial dimension and produces lateral thrust of the rigid lemma
and palea. Some studies are shown that the floret opening
was mainly related to the uneven thickness of the cell wall in
many cases of flowering plants (Ostergaard, 2009; Llorens et al.,
2016; Zajczkowska et al., 2021). The cell wall composition and
glume toughness was related to cellulose and lignin biosynthesis
(Zou et al., 2015). Fu et al. (2017) found that carbohydrate

metabolism, including the degradation of polysaccharides (such
as cellulose and lignin) in cell walls, may play an important
role in regulation of glume-unclosing after anthesis. However,
it is still not clear whether the lemma and glume undergo
deformations which could increase the efficiency of outcrossing
during the “second opening”. Overall, the physiological and
biological mechanisms of wheat glume opening have so far
been poorly studied.

Extreme weather has become an increasing threat to wheat
production. Thus, an intensive understanding of the mechanism
of how wheat avoids or resists these stresses is important
to reduce crop yield losses under adverse conditions. In this
study, we used an integrated strategy combining transcriptome
sequencing and morphophysiological analyses of the wheat
spike at two stages (under low light stress period and stress
removal until early grain filling stage) with following aims
to evaluate the compensation effects of cross-pollination after
low light stress; and to determine the mechanisms of how
wheat switched the pollinating ways to avoid the low light
stress. Our results provide insights into the mechanism of
glume opening for cross-pollination after low light stress in
this important crop.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Wheat Cultivars, Growing Conditions,
and Stress Treatments
Two cultivars of winter wheat, namely ‘Henong825’ (‘HN825’)
and ‘Kenong9204’ (‘KN9204’) were used, both of them were
widely planted in North China Plain and were identified with
different degrees of shade tolerance by our previous study
(Dong et al., 2019).

The field experiments were conducted at the Luancheng Agro-
Ecosystem Experimental Station of Chinese Academy of Sciences
(37◦53′N, 114◦41′E, altitude at 50 m), Hebei Province, China
during the 2017/2018 and 2018/2019 winter wheat growing
seasons. The soil was loam containing 21.41 g kg−1 organic
matter, 109.55 mg kg−1 alkaline nitrogen, 1.44 g kg−1 total
N, 15.58 mg kg−1 available phosphorus, and 220 mg kg−1

rapidly available potassium in the topsoil (0–40 cm) of the
experimental plots. The study area is in a monsoon climate
zone. In a previous manuscript (Yang H. et al., 2020), we
have shown the mean temperature, total precipitation, and solar
radiation in the winter wheat-growing season. The experiment
was a randomized block design with three plot replicates. Each
plot size was 6 m long and 2 m wide, with 40 rows. The
experiment contained a low light treatment and control (CK).
The low light treatment was performed as follows: 90% shading
stress treatment was applied for 5 days at the YM stage (young
microspore). YM stage was determined using the auricle distance
(AD, the distance between the auricle of the flag leaf and the
auricle of the penultimate leaf) of the main stem. The cultivar
‘HN825’ reached the YM stage at 1–2 cm, whereas ‘KN9204’
reached the YM stage at -1-0 cm (Dong et al., 2019). Shading
stress treatment was applied by placing black polyethylene
screens horizontally at the height of 2 m aboveground, reducing
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FIGURE 1 | The light intensity under control and stress conditions was monitored during the experimental period in 2017–2018.

incident radiation (measured by a portable weather station,
ECA-YW0501; Beijing, China) by 90 ± 5% during treatment
imposition (Figure 1).

Testing the Cross-Pollination Rate After
Low Light Stress
After low light stress, randomly selected 60 main tillers were
labeled, and 30 spikes from these main tillers were covered with
white paper bags. At maturity, these spikes were harvested and
threshed to determine the grain number in uncased and bagged
spikes after low light stress. In addition, the compensation rate of
cross-pollination after low light stress was the percentage of the
yield difference between uncased and bagged spike to the yield
difference between control and bagged spike:

Compensation rate of cross− pollination =

(Grain number of uncased spike − Grain number of bagged spike)
(Grain number of control spike− Grain number of control of bagged spike)

Testing Anthers and Ovaries Fertility
To test the effect of low light stress on anthers and ovary fertility,
stressed wheat and control wheat was used in cross-pollination
experiments. Selected 20 plants were labeled from each of the
stressed and control spikes in two cultivars. Ears of two wheat
cultivars were covered with paper bags at heading stage to prevent
uncontrolled cross-pollination. Crosses were conducted using

control pollen a few days later when control ears were fully
exerted and most of the florets were open. At maturity, grain
number was determined and analyzed using t-tests.

In situ Starch Localization and the
Activity of Pollen Grains Determining
Fresh florets from control and stressed wheat plants were
dissected from the ear. Anthers and ovaries staining were
performed using I2-KI solution (0.20% w/w I2 and 0.50% w/w
KI). The staining solution was allowed to penetrate the cells for
1 min at room temperature. After washing with deionized water,
stained florets were viewed with a stereomicroscope.

For pollen staining, four florets in the middle of spike were
harvested from each plant, and pollen was released by gentle
pressure in 50 µL NanoPure water. I2-KI staining was added
to the pollen, which was then incubated for 1 min at room
temperature. Five individual plants from each treatment group
were analyzed and viewed using a Leica DM6 microscope (Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Moreover, the viable pollen
cells rate was measured using a pollen vitality analyzer (Ampha
Z32, Switzerland).

To study young microspore development under low light
stress, 20 anthers from each treatment group were harvested
and then fixed using FAA (Formaldehyde-acetic acid-ethanol)
stationary liquid. After 3 days, fixed anther samples were
washed with 70% ethanol and stored at 4◦C. The anthers
were stained with 0.5 µg mL−1 DAPI [2-(4-Amidinophenyl)-
6-indolecarbamidine dihydrochloride] to detect their nuclear
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FIGURE 2 | Testing the seed setting rate of heterologous pollen pollination of spike after low light stress in 2017–2018 (A) and in 2018–2019 (B). (C) Compensation
rate of heterologous pollen pollination of the spike to grain number after low light stress. CK: grain number per spike of control plants were grown under normal light
conditions; Stress-bagged: grain number per spike with white bags after removing low light stress; Stress-uncased: grain number per spike without white bags after
removing low light stress; Different letters in each cultivar indicate the statistically significant differences between treatments (P < 0.05) (A,B).

development and pollen fertility, and photographs were taken
using a Leica DM6 microscope.

Measurements of Glume and Lemma
Opening Angle
In the early grain filling stage (about 20 days after removing low
light, which is the period of floret opening), ten spikelets from
five labeled plants in each treatment were collected and taken
images for glume and lemma opening angle measurement. The
opening angle was analyzed by ImageJ software. Glume angle was
measured between the tips of both glume and the connection
point to the spikelet pedicel. Similarly, the lemma angle was
measured between the tips of both lemma and the connection
point to the spikelet pedicel.

Measurements of Plant Endogenous
Hormones
On the fifth day of low light stress and early grain filling
stage (20 days after removing low light), spike tissues in each
treatment were harvested and immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen and then stored at −80◦C for subsequent measurement
of hormones content. Jasmonic acid (JA) and methyl jasmonate
(MeJA) was extracted at 4◦C and three technical replicates were
performed for each biological replicate. Measurement of JA
and MeJA levels was carried out at Servicebio (Wuhan, China)
using the LC-MS system. Three biological replicates in each
treatment were measured.

Lignin, Cellulose, and Hemicellulose
Content Assay
Measurements of lignin content in the glume and lemma were
performed with the acetylation method using a Plant Lignin assay
kit (Suzhou Grace Biotech Co. Ltd., Suzhou, China) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. For each treatment group, three
replicates were harvested on the fifth day of low light stress
and early grain filling stage. Measurements of cellulose in the
glume were performed with the reaction method of anthrone
reagent with furfural compounds using a Plant Cellulose assay

kit (Suzhou Grace Biotech Co. Ltd., Suzhou, China) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. Measurements of hemicellulose in
the glume were performed using a Plant Hemicellulose assay kit
(Suzhou Grace Biotech Co. Ltd., Suzhou, China) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.

RNA Isolation, cDNA Construction, and
Sequencing
Spikes of two cultivars were harvested on the fifth day of
low light stress and early grain filling stage, respectively. Two
biological replicate samples were collected for RNA-seq. Total
RNA was extracted using Plant RNA Purification Reagent
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, United States). The cDNA libraries
were constructed using a TruseqTM RNA sample prep Kit
(Illumina, San Diego, CA, United States) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. RNA sequencing was performed by
Shanghai Majorbio Bio-pharm Technology Company using an
Illumina NovaSeq 6000.

After sequencing, the clean reads were mapped to the Triticum
aestivum genome (IWGSC, Ensembl Plants) by HISAT2. The
FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million
mapped reads) was calculated by RSEM, and DEGs (deferentially
expressed genes) were identified using DESeq2. Genes with at
least a two-fold change in expression level with a P-adjust value
less than 0.05 were considered DEGs. Gene Ontology (GO)
enrichment analysis was performed using ClusterProfiler3.0.

The transcription factor family analysis was performed as
described previously (Li et al., 2018). The homologous genes in
arabidopsis of DEGs were gained from Ensembl Biomart.

The scatter plots of GO enrichment results were drawn using
ggplot2 in R packages, the heatmap of genes was visualized
using Cluster3.0 and TreeView. Co-expression interactions
of hub genes and the co-expressed genes were visualized
using Cytoscape.

Statistical Analysis
All data were analyzed using the SPSS 22.0 package. One-
way ANOVA was used to determine the statistical significance
between control treatment and shading stress for glume and
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FIGURE 3 | Effects of low light stress on the anther and ovary fertility in ‘HN825’ and ‘KN9204’. Pollen of the two cultivars was stained with I2-KI solution (A) and
DAPI solution (B) to determine fertility and development. Starch staining was carried out on anthers and ovaries of control (CK) and stressed plants (C). The rate of
viable pollen cells in control and stress treatments were measured at anthesis (D). Stressed wheat and control wheat was used in cross-pollination experiments to
test the effect of low light stress on anthers and ovary fertility (E). The scale bar indicates 20 µm (A), 50 µm (B), and 5 mm (C), respectively. Shaded ♀ × shaded ♂
indicates that stressed ovary was pollinated with stressed pollens; Shaded ♀ × control ♂ indicates that stressed ovary was pollinated with control pollens (D).
Significant differences between treatments are indicated by asterisks (∗∗∗P < 0.001, Student’s t-test).

lemma angle, and compensation rate, at P < 0.05 using
the LSD value. The statistical significance of grain number,
hormone content, lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose content
measurements was analyzed with a t-test. Difference was tested
at ∗P < 0.05; ∗∗P < 0.01; ∗∗∗P < 0.001.

RESULTS

Low Light Changed the Fertilization Way
of Wheat
In previous study, we found that low light stress can dramatically
cause floret abortion, resulting in the reduction of grain number
(Dong et al., 2019). The fact that pollen is more sensitive

to adverse environments and that aborted pollen can induce
ovary to receive heterogenous pollens (Chen et al., 2020). This
reminded us that the switch of pollination way might exist in
wheat under low light stress and could use to compensate for the
yield loss. To verify it, we systematically investigated the grain
number production of bagged spikes (performed after removing
low light stress) and uncased spikes (Figures 2A,B). Compared
with the bagged spike, the grain number of the uncased spike
was significantly higher in both cultivars after low light stress
treatment. The grain number of an uncased spike was 25.4–
137.0% higher than that of bagged spike. The results suggested
that low light stress can increase cross-pollination which would
alleviate wheat grain number loss induced by low light. We then
evaluated the compensation effect of cross-pollination on grain
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FIGURE 4 | Measurement of glume and lemma angle in ‘HN825’ and ‘KN9204’. Spike (A,B) and spikelet (C,D) images of control (A,C) and low light stress (B,D) at
early grain filling stage (20 days after low light treatment). (E) The lemma angle. (F) The glume angle. The red arrows indicate the spike in control (A), the blue arrows
indicate the spike in stressed spike (B), the yellow arrows indicate the glume, and the green arrows indicate the lemma (D). Different letters indicate the statistically
significant differences between treatments (P < 0.05). Scale bars are 5 mm.

FIGURE 5 | Effect of low light on the contents of jasmonic acid (JA) (A,C) and methyl-jasmonate (MeJA) (B,D) in the spikelet of two wheat cultivars (‘HN825’ and
‘KN9204’). Low light, under low light stress; Re-light, early grain filling stage (20 days after low light treatment). Significant differences between the CK and stress
treatments are indicated by asterisks (∗∗P < 0.01; ∗∗∗P < 0.001, Student’s t-test).

number per spike. The cross-pollination compensated 2.1–18.0%
reduction of grain number per spike caused by self-pollination
failure after low light stress (Figure 2C).

Anthers Were More Sensitive to Low
Light Stress Than Ovaries
The change of grain number is closely related to florets fertility.
To determine floret fertility, anthers and ovaries were stained
with I2-KI staining solution, and pollen grain development was

determined by DAPI staining (Figure 3). For anthers, the fertility
of pollen was significantly decreased under low light stress in
both cultivars, and that of ‘KN9204’ was even completely sterile
(Figure 3A). Moreover, the development of pollen in ‘KN9204’
was suppressed with the pollen nuclei disappearing under low
light stress (Figure 3B). In addition, compared with control, the
anther morphology of both cultivars was seriously abnormal, and
the anther of ‘KN9204’ was sterile and shriveled (Figure 3C).
Moreover, viable pollen cells rate was only 26.3 and 4.1% in
‘HN825’ and ‘KN9204’ after low light stress (Figure 3D). To
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FIGURE 6 | Effect of low light on the contents of lignin (A,B), cellulose (C,D), and hemicellulose (E,F) in the spikelet of two wheat cultivars (‘HN825’ and ‘KN9204’).
Low light, under low light stress; Re-light, early grain filling stage (20 days after low light treatment). Significant differences between the CK and stress treatments are
indicated by asterisks (∗P < 0.05; ∗∗P < 0.01; ∗∗∗P < 0.001, Student’s t-test).

further determine the effect of low light stress during the YM
stage on wheat anther and ovary fertility, the cross-pollination
experiments between control male fertile and stress female were
performed (Figure 3E). The grain number of the self-pollination
(the stressed ovary was pollinated with the fresh pollens from
the stressed plants) is significantly lower than that of the cross-
pollinated plants (the stressed ovary was pollinated with the fresh
pollens from the control plants) in both cultivars. The grain
number of self-pollination plant was only 1.0–15.1% of that of
control, while the grain number of the cross-pollinated plant was
36.1–77.4%. This result suggested that the harmful effect of low
light stress on anther was greater than that of the ovary, and the
ovary was still fertile after 5 days of low light stress.

Glumes and Lemma Opening After Low
Light Stress
To explore the causes why wheat cross-pollination occurred, the
morphology and color of stressed spikelets and control spikelets
were investigated. And we found the color of stressed spike
was lighter than that of the control spike at the early grain
filling stage (Figures 4A,B). Moreover, glume and lemma in the
stressed spikelet were open, while the control spikelet was tightly
closed (Figures 4C,D). Compared to control, the opening degree
of lemma and glume were increased by 11.6–48.6, 48.4–78.5%,
respectively (Figures 4E,F). Moreover, the opening degree of the
glume was larger than that of the lemma. The glume opening in
‘HN825’ was larger than that in ‘KN9204’, which is consistent with
the compensation rate. These results suggested that increasing the
glume opening might increase the ovary cross-pollination rate.

Content of Jasmonic Acid, Methyl
Jasmonate, Lignin, and Cellulose in
Spikelet
A previous study reported that JA and MeJA content increased
upon the spikelet opening (Chen et al., 2020). Therefore, the

JA and MeJA content was measured in a spikelet (Figure 5).
Compared to control, the content of JA and MeJA in spike
increased under low light stress (Figures 5A,B). Moreover,
the content of JA was constantly higher in stressed spikelets
compared to control from the point when the stress was removed
to the early grain filling stage (Figure 5C). To further investigate
the glume and lemma opening, we dissected glume and lemma
under low light and at the early grain filling stage (20 days after
low light treatment) to measure the content of lignin, cellulose,
and hemicellulose. Results showed that the lignin and cellulose of
glume from the low light treatment group significantly decreased
as compared with CK at the two-time point (Figures 6A–D).
Statistically, the lignin and cellulose were reduced by 15.5–39.4
and 8.0–22.5% in the low light treatment group, by 6.3–20.2 and
4.2–7.2% after low light treatment. In addition, hemicellulose
of glume only significantly decreased in the low light treatment
group, while it was not hampered after low light treatment
(Figures 6E,F). This suggested that low light has a negative
influence on the lignin and cellulose of glume, increasing the
opening of the glume.

RNA-Seq Finding Key Terms
Responsible for Floret Opening
To investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying spike
fertility and the opening of the glume, RNA-seq analysis was
performed using the spike tissues of the ‘HN825’ and ‘KN9204’
cultivars collected on the fifth day of low light stress and at
early grain filling stage (20 days after removing low light). The
DEGs between CK and stress treatment at the two-time point
were identified based on their normalized expression level. The
number of the DEGs in each comparison ranged from 14433 to
39205 (Figure 7A and Supplementary Dataset 1). Four clusters
of genes were selected for further analysis. Cluster 1 and cluster
2 represented overlapped up-regulated or down-regulated genes
under stress on the fifth day of low light stress. Cluster 3 and
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FIGURE 7 | Analysis of RNA-sequencing data of the spike in low light stress (during young microspore) and early grain filling stage (20 days after low light treatment)
under low light stress (S) and control (CK) conditions. (A) The numbers of the differentially expressed genes (DEGs). (B) Venn diagram analysis of all up-regulated and
down-regulated DEGs in two wheat cultivars (‘HN825’ and ‘KN9204’). (C) Heatmap clustering of the up-regulated (cluster 1 and 3) and down-regulated (cluster 2, 4)
in both cultivars under low light stress and early grain filling stage.
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FIGURE 8 | Scatterplots showing the GO enrichment results of cluster 1 (A), 2 (B), 3 (C), and 4 (D).

cluster 4 represented overlapped up-regulated or down-regulated
genes under stress on the 20th day after low light treatment
(Figures 7B,C).

Gene ontology enrichment analysis found that several
nutrients transport related GO terms such as “carbohydrate
transport”, “nitrogen compound transport”, and “cytochrome-
c oxidase activity”, “regulation of flower development”, and
“response to jasmonic acid” enriched for up-regulated DEGs
under low light group (Figure 8A and Supplementary Dataset
2). For the down-regulated genes in cluster 2, genes related to
fatty acid biosynthesis metabolism pathways, and genes involved
in the biosynthesis and inactivation process of the cell wall
and lignin and cellulose were also enriched (Figure 8B). In
addition, lignin and cellulose catabolic related terms, response
to jasmonic acid related terms were enriched in the up-
regulated genes in the early grain filling stage (Figure 8C and
Supplementary Dataset 3). For the down-regulated genes in the
early grain filling stage, GO terms, such as “nutrient reservoir

activity”, “starch biosynthetic process”, “pectinesterase activity”,
and “pectinesterase inhibitor activity” were enriched (Figure 8D).
Moreover, phenylalanine metabolism related KEGG term was
enriched in the down-regulated genes under low light group
(Supplementary Dataset 4). The results suggested that the
lignin and cellulose degradation might play an important role
in glume opening under low light conditions, consistent with
the content changes of lignin and cellulose in different stages in
our previous data.

In addition, we checked all the transcription factors
(TFs) in the DEGs of four clusters. There were 88 and
64 TFs in the up- and down-regulated DEGs in low light
treatment groups (Figures 9A,B), 710 and 294 TFs in the up-
and down-regulated DEGs after low light treatment groups,
respectively (Figures 9C,D). Many MYB and LBD family TFs
were enriched in the down-regulated DEGs, but only a few
were found in the up-regulated DEGs in low light treatment
groups. Homology comparison showed that most of the
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FIGURE 9 | Differentially expressed transcription factor (TF) genes. (A) cluster 1; (B) cluster 2; (C) cluster 3; (D) cluster 4.

homologous genes of down-regulated TFs in Arabidopsis could
modulate xylem development or secondary cell wall biogenesis
(Supplementary Dataset 5). This implies that they might
participate in the regulation of glume opening process in wheat.

DISCUSSION

In cereals, flowering is related to the capacity of seed production,
which is more sensitive to abiotic stress in booting stage (Ji
et al., 2010). Due to climate change, adverse stress seriously
threatened flowering and seed setting, eventually resulting in
lower yields (Dong et al., 2017). However, plants exhibit various
mechanisms for surviving, including morphological adaptions
under abiotic stress conditions (Hasanuzzaman et al., 2013).
For self-pollination wheat, when the ovary was not pollinated
a few days after anthesis, the cross-pollination was carried
out by changing its cleistogamic (closed) floral morphologies
(Okada et al., 2018), and a similar phenomenon after low
light stress was found in our study. Low light stress reduces
the fertility of anther and ovaries, while the ovaries are less

affected and still fertile. To receive fertile pollens for florets with
normal ovaries but sterile anthers, wheat adopts the strategy
of capturing heterologous pollen to finish pollination. In the
present study, grain number per spike significantly decreased
by 58.5–98.5% due to unsuccessful self-pollination after low
light stress. However, the compensation ratio of grain number
per spike due to accepting heterologous pollen grain was 2.1–
18.0%. The compensatory capacity of ‘KN9204’ was lower than
that of ‘HN825’, probably because the spike layer of ‘KN9204’
variety was neatly grown and flowered uniformly, which made
it difficult for the ovary to capture heterologous mature pollen.
Taken together, the change of wheat pollination ways after
low light stress encountered at the YM stage could serve as a
compensation strategy to alleviate the reduction of yield, which
is of great significance for ensuring food security under adverse
climate conditions.

For the male sterile florets in wheat, the separation angle
of the glumes and lemma is important for ensuring the
exsertion of stigmas (Chen et al., 2020). In present study, the
glume and lemma opened greatly after low light removal till
the early grain filling stage. The opening angles of lemma
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and glume were increased by 11.6–48.6, 48.4–78.5% compared
to control, respectively. This ensures that the ovaries can receive
heterologous fertile pollens brought by the wind. Glume and
lemma opening is a trait that is related not only to spikelet
position within the spike, spikelet density, and ovary size but
also to the glume stiffness (Okada et al., 2018). The main factors
influencing glume toughness are cellulose and lignin metabolism,
and cell wall metabolism (Zou et al., 2015). In this study, we
found that several biological processes related to carbohydrate
metabolism, response to cell wall macromolecular metabolism
were involved in glume opened spikes after low light stress. Both
down-regulated DEGs were significantly enriched in the cell wall
organization process and up-regulated DEGs were significantly
enriched in lignin metabolism, fatty acid metabolic process, and
response to the jasmonic acid process. These results indicate that
cell wall metabolism and the jasmonic acid process may play a key
role in the opening of wheat glumes after low light stress.

Plant growth and development are modulated by complex
molecular networks in which transcription factors (TFs) played a
central role in regulating other gene expressions (Ramachandran
et al., 1994; Riechmann et al., 2000; Mitsuda and Ohme-Takagi,
2009). We identified TFs with altered expression in our set
of DEGs with common expression patterns in both cultivars.
Most of the homologous genes in Arabidopsis of these TFs
(such as MYB, LBD, ERF NAC, and MADS family TFs) have
functions related to the cell wall biogenesis. They may be involved
in regulating glume opening. Meanwhile, lignin and cellulose
contents in spikelets were significantly reduced compared with
the control. This further verified that lignin and cellulose might
be the main factors leading to glume opening.

Phytohormones have been considered the main factor
regulating the spikelet opening. JA and MeJA can promote the
opening of crops glumes (Zeng et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2017;
Yang J. et al., 2020). The glume opening and increased level of
JA and MeJA were also found after low light stress, strongly
demonstrating that JA and MeJA might play an important role
in the glume opening and capturing heterogenous pollens after
stresses. Thus, the application of JA or MeJA may be a useful
method to guarantee grain number and grain yield when wheat
encounter stresses which can induce male sterility.

CONCLUSION

Compared with female organs, anther was more sensitive to
environmental stimulation, such as low light stress. When the
stress was imposed during the microspore stage, the male is

partially or completely sterile. Male sterility leads to failure of
self-pollination, which leads to serious yield loss. However, the
active ovary can compensate for the loss of yield caused by
pollen abortion by receiving active pollen from different sources.
In the process of glume and lemma opening, the cellulose and
lignin decrease induced by down-regulated key metabolism-
or signaling-related genes played an important role, which
is necessary for cross-pollination. Cross-pollination of wheat
provides a survival mechanism to set seeds in the absence of self-
fertilization after the stress of adversity. Thus, pollination way
alteration may be a method for plants to adjust to a stressful
environment and can be used in agriculture production to
guarantee a stable yield under extreme weather.
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